Large Vehicle Workshops

These large, secure workshops are available for businesses working with anything from multiple passenger cars to double-decker buses and military vehicles.

- Available on a short or long-term basis
- Direct access to test tracks and facilities including the High Speed Circuit, city simulation routes, a Mile Straight, Hill Route, and varied surfaces designed to test all vehicle aspects
- All-inclusive pricing
- Workshop sizes of ~7m wide x ~21m long
- Door sizes of 5.5m wide x 5m high
- Offices ~30m²
- Easy access to laboratories and other test services
Workshops

- Power - 32A 3-phase, 16A single phase and 13A domestic outlets
- Somers vehicle lifts and a selection of vehicle props and stands can be made available
- Vehicle exhaust extraction
- Compressed air
- Workbenches and racking
- Sink with hot and cold water

Offices

- Workspace and seating suitable for 8 people
- Ultra-fast Wi-Fi

External

- Parking spaces
- Electric vehicle charging points